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Executive Summary:
The organic foods market has grown to
more than a $35 billion national market and
the demand for locally grown food is at an alltime high. While farming is a rich part of
Western North Carolina’s (WNC) heritage, both
the land in farming and the total number of
farms in NC have decreased. Since 2008 NC
has lost 2,500 farms and the amount of land in
farming has dropped by 100,000 acres
(Krueger)1. Additionally, the average age of
farmers in the US is 58 (Briefing on the Status
of Rural America)2. In NC, over 70% of the
farms are owned by farmers over the age of 55
and nearly two-thirds of those are over 65
(USDA 2012 COA)3.
Our region needs an influx of farming entrepreneurs in order to sustain and grow
regional production. New farmers are more likely to be interested in sustainable agriculture
practices and running farm operations in the small-to-mid-sized range, which is ideal for
Western NC. At the same time, they are more likely to be inexperienced and underfunded.
These farmers face many challenges including access to land, capital, skills, support, and
training. If the retention and success rate of new farmers in our area is to increase, we need to
provide assistance and training during the transition of new growers to viable agricultural
business owners. Farming today takes courage and perseverance, dedication and time, but few
who start will succeed without help. The success of beginning farmers and the WNC region are
entwined.
From our internal evaluations, anecdotal feedback, and tracking of trends, we know that
the training and support needs of new farmers includes production training, whole-farm
business planning, mentorships, peer-to-peer access, and sustained support through the startup years.

1

Kreuger
USDA , Briefing on the Status of Rural America
3
USDA Census Bureau
2
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Since no programs of this scope exist in our region and no extensive evaluations of new
farmers have been conducted, the Organic Growers School (OGS) felt the need to assess our
farmer’s specific needs in achieving viable farm businesses and conduct an analysis of the
successful farmers to assess the ingredients to a thriving and tenable life in agriculture.

Study Purpose & Uses:
Organic Growers School is in the process of creating a comprehensive, regionallyinformed farmer training program intended to maximize economic success for WNC farmers.
The program, Farm Pathways: Access to Land, Livelihood, & Learning will not only cover all
facets of whole-farm business planning from fiscal management and marketing to sustainable
production, but will pull together the best practices and training components of regional
organizations into a one-stop “school-and-field” educational program. This training program,
with the help of our partners, will ensure not only production and fiscal competency but also
provide innovative land access opportunities thus creating a pathway to long term land access
and tenure.
In order to ensure that the program is farmer led and directed we sought information
and input directly from WNC farmers. Our research implemented a mixed methods research
model to specifically target emerging farmers as well as start-up and established farmers to
collect data directly from those involved in commercial agriculture. We conducted an online
survey, held one-on-one farmer interviews and a farmer focus group to assess the barriers to
farming in WNC. Our intention was to discover the specific barriers to successful farming in
WNC and more importantly, the kinds of services, training or support that are needed for our
farmers to succeed. OGS will use the results of this study to guide our farmer programs and
partnerships.

Summary of Results & Common Themes:
The primary barriers to successful farm enterprises that emerged from this project
(online survey, individual interviews and focus group discussions) are as follows:


Access to land- The ability to find land to lease, rent or buy is considered the number
one barrier to farming in WNC. The high price of land prohibits most new farmers from
purchasing and equitable, long-term leases on usable agricultural land are hard to
secure.



Access to capital- New farmers find it difficult to navigate lending institutions and
government programs offering start- up capital. This is compounded by the fact that
many are not farming on land they own, lacking collateral or equity.
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Access to markets- This barrier was reiterated in all research formats, articulating a
continuing need for diverse marketing options for new farmers all competing for direct
marketing avenues.



Access to off-farm trainings and classes - Also considered a significant barrier.
This highlights a need for more off farm instruction and trainings, such as in marketing
diversification and economies of scale.



A need for knowledge of legal requirements, business skills, and financial
planning. These topics were covered in multiple questions and all rated high. This was
also confirmed in interviews and in the focus group confirming the need for a farmer
training program that includes these elements.



A need for ongoing assistance and mentorship for beginning farmers from
experienced farmers as farm expansion decisions are made.

Next Steps:
The Organic Growers School received support in 2015 from the USDA’s Beginning
Farmer and Rancher Development Program for the development of a comprehensive,
regionally-informed farmer training program tailored to maximize economic success for WNC
farmers. As a result Organic Growers School, in partnership with the Southern Appalachians
Highlands Conservancy (SAHC), and WNC FarmLink, have developed, Farm Pathways:
Access to Land, Livelihood, and Learning. This
program will not only cover all facets of wholefarm business planning from fiscal
management and marketing to sustainable
production, but will pull together the best
practices and training components of regional
organizations into a one-stop “school-and-field”
educational program. This training program
will ensure not only production and fiscal
competency but also provide innovative land
access opportunities through the incubator
farm at SAHC and WNC FarmLink farmland
access program to create a pathway to long
term land access and tenure.
The development and implementation of the Farm Pathways training program will be
directly based on this research data. The most commonly selected services and trainings will be
featured in our program in order to begin to address the above-named barriers. Farmers will
continue to be directly involved in the development, implementation and instruction for Farm
Pathways. While these barriers cannot all be solved by one program, we hope to prepare
farmers with the needed tools to face uncertain markets and offer more opportunities for
success.
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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Part I: Introduction
In order to support the sustainability and profitability of WNC farms we must rebuild a
path to agriculture for new and expanding growers and create a robust and dynamic training
program based on the real needs of local farmers. To provide farmers with a structure of
training and land access that allows them to successfully build and grow long-term farm
businesses is to invest in the revitalization of our local food system, economy, and community.
In order to successfully do this, the Organic Growers School (OGS) conducted an in depth
analysis of what the barriers to farming in WNC are.
The Agriculture Act of 2014 provided an additional $20 million per year from 2014 to
2018 through USDA to support the Beginning Farmer Rancher Development Program
(BFRDP). The reasons for the renewed interest in beginning farmer and rancher programs are:




The rising average age of U.S. farmers, which is now 58.4
The 8% projected decrease in the number of farmers and ranchers between 2008
and 2018.
The growing recognition that new programs are needed to address the needs of
the next generation of beginning farmers and ranchers5.

The Organic Growers School received support in 2015 from the USDA’s BFRDP for the
creation of a comprehensive, regionally-informed farmer training curriculum tailored to
maximize economic success for WNC farmers. In partnership with the Southern Appalachians
Highlands Conservancy (SAHC) and WNC FarmLink, OGS is creating Farm Pathways: Access
to Land, Livelihood, and Learning. This program will not only cover all facets of whole-farm
business planning from fiscal management and marketing to sustainable production, but will
pull together the best practices and training components of regional organizations into a onestop “school-and-field” educational program. Our training program, with the help of our
partners, will ensure not only production competency but also provide access to land through
the incubator farm at SAHC and WNC FarmLink land matching service to create a pathway to
long term land access and tenure.
Purpose & Process:
In order to successfully develop a comprehensive beginning farmer training program in
Western North Carolina, the Organic Growers School (OGS) is committed to farmer led
program development. Input from our farmer education steering committee and from regional
farmers is critical to our success. Therefore, to create a farmer led training program, OGS
sought information and input directly from WNC farmers. To do this, OGS implemented a
mixed methods research model to specifically target emerging, start-up and established
farmers to collect data directly from those involved in commercial agriculture. We conducted
an online survey targeting emerging and beginner farmers, held one-on-one farmer interviews,
and a farmer focus group to assess the barriers to farming in WNC. The survey was designed to
assess the barriers to farming for those considered emerging and new farmers. These are those
interested with little to no experience and those currently farming, but new to the profession.
4
5

USDA, Briefing on the state of rural USA
USDA, NIFA
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The USDA defines a beginning farmer as, “an individual entity who has not operated a farm or
ranch for more than 10 consecutive years and who materially and substantially participates in
the day to day operation of the farm or ranch.” This survey’s target audience included those
above and also aimed to gather information from experienced farmers.
Our survey was taken by 150 farmer respondents. According to the Appalachian Sustainable
Agriculture Project’s Local Food Guide, 723 farms are listed, including Western NC, parts of
Tennessee, South Carolina and Georgia. Therefore, we estimate that our survey reached 20.7%
of emerging and seasoned farmers in WNC.

Number of farms using organic or sustainable production methods:











Biodynamic: 61
Animal Welfare approved: 15
Certified Naturally Grown:
35
Humanely raised: 206
Integrated Pest
Management: 193
Low spray: 126
Certified Organic: 43
Organic, not certified: 362
Permaculture: 104
Number of farms selling
direct through Farmers
markets, CSA, farm stands,
etc. (2015 LFG): 723

Seventy-three percent of OGS survey respondents had been farming for 10 years or less
and 48% were under the age of 39. The goal of the survey was to gain a clear understanding
from those “on the ground” what the barriers are to farming in WNC in order to develop our
curriculum and programming on farmer based knowledge, experience and information. This
process allowed us to understand the barriers to successful farming in Western North Carolina
from those directly engaged in farming businesses.
Our guiding questions:







What do you see or what have you experienced as the biggest barriers/ challenges to
successful farming in Western NC?
What areas of knowledge or expertise do you need to successfully farm?
What economic and social barriers exist preventing successful farming?
What was your farmer training like, what did it include or lack?
What do we need to include in a farmer training to make it successful?
What can OGS do to ensure the success of our farmer training program?
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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Summary of Results:
The primary barriers that emerged in the online survey, interviews and focus group
discussions include:










Access to land- The ability to find land to lease, rent or buy is considered the number
one barrier to farming in WNC. The high price of land prohibits most new farmers from
purchasing and equitable leases on usable agricultural land are hard to secure.
Access to capital- New farmers find it difficult to navigate lending institutions and
government programs offering startup capital. This is compounded by the fact that
many are not farming on land they own, lacking collateral or equity.
Access to markets- This barrier was reiterated in all research formats, articulating a
continuing need for diverse marketing options for new farmers.
Access to off-farm trainings and classes are also considered a significant barrier.
This highlights a need for more off farm instruction and trainings.
A need for knowledge of legal requirements, business skills, and financial
planning. These topics were covered in multiple questions and all rated high. This was
also confirmed in interviews and in the focus group confirming the need for a farmer
training program that includes these elements.
Mentorship & technical assistance needed: This need was particularly highlighted
by farmers in the interview and focus group formats by farmers who already had over 3
years farming. These farmers felts a lack of continuing mentorship as they seek to make
farming and business decisions.

How significant a barrier is access to land to own for you?

Access to land to own

8%

very significant

14%

significant
56%
22%

somewhat significant
not significant

**56% Access to land is a very significant barrier, 22 % significant barrier= 78% total .
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Survey questions were designed to allow farmers to rank how significant an item was to
successful farming in WNC. This was an opportunity to state whether they considered each
barrier as either very significant, significant, somewhat significant, or not significant. OGS
survey data shows that each of the highest rated barriers corresponded directly with the
services that farmers felt are the most needed in WNC. For example, “access to land” was the
most prevalent barrier in both the online survey and one-on-one interviews. Access to land was
rated by 78% of the farmers surveyed as “significant” to “very significant” in the survey which
corresponds with the most needed service “assistance finding affordable land and financing,”
which had a 47% response rate. The second most needed service was a several months long
experiential and classroom program directly correlated to “access to off-farm trainings and
classes” barrier, which was rated significantly. Access to markets was rated high across all
research formats and was especially prevalent in the farmer focus group. This directly
correlates with concerns about debt, income goals and the ability to generate enough economic
activity on the farm. Many farmers rated financial and business skills and planning as a vital
area of knowledge to possess to successfully farm.
How significant a barrier is access to financial planning training?

Financial Planning Training

27%

30%

very significant
significant
somewhat significant

11%

not significant
31%

** 31 % and 30% rated knowledge of financial planning as a very significant and significant barrier.
Additionally, respondents rated “lack of sufficient or dependable income” as a very
significant barrier to farming and 49% of respondents acknowledged that they were “not
meeting their income goals” currently. This business and financial training component of
farming is directly tied to the economic success of Western NC farmers, a primary objective of
the OGS training program. Furthermore, providing a pathway to land access, lease or
ownership is also critical to successful farms in WNC and is a key piece of our program
development with SAHC and WNC FarmLink.
The overall themes above were seen across all three research formats. One-on-one
interviews allowed time for each farmer to share what they felt their training lacked and what
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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they now saw as challenges for beginning farmers. Land access was number one, with
numerous participants discussing the high price of land in WNC as a primary challenge, in
addition to not possessing the right skills to assess the agricultural capacity of land that may be
available. Farmers in the focus group were split 50/50 between leasing and owning land
(sometimes a combination of both) and discussed marketing challenges as they moved past
production challenges. Marketing challenges include diverse selling opportunities (retail,
wholesale, direct, restaurants, etc.) and a need for them to be within a certain distance to be
considered accessible. Farmers also discussed needing more support as they fine-tuned their
business plan from more experienced farmers who could serve as mentors and examples. A
significant concern voiced during the farmer focus group was the possible saturation of
markets in and around the Asheville area, making marketing more and more challenging
overall. The creation of new farmers was considered desirable, but must go hand in hand with
increasing the customer base and demand for local food to prevent further saturation.
Training needs were discussed across all formats as barriers and challenges were
detailed. Many farmers expressed their lack of proper business, financial and recordkeeping
experience from their own on-farm trainings. Production training was adequate for many due
to on-farm apprenticeships, but the leap to farm owner or independent farming often left many
gray areas in terms of business and marketing skills. Also, apprenticeships or on-farm work
opportunities were felt to be an essential piece of farmer training for many of the farmers
interviewed. Most who were in the beginning to start-up phase of farming (1-7 years) often
relied on farmer mentors from previous work experiences and the CRAFT program to
troubleshoot production and system issues. Many still felt unsure about where to go for more
detailed, thorough business, financial planning, and marketing skills. Even if some
respondents participated in conferences in these areas, they still felt a lack of depth or an
inability to apply it to their own operation. Many felt a comprehensive class based training, in
addition to field and farm training would more thoroughly vet out those who would be
successful farming for the long term by giving them a more realistic and complete picture of
farming today.
The combined results of each research method directly reflect the need for a farmer
informed and led comprehensive training program. Based on the barriers highlighted, the
training program can be specifically tailored to address how to make farming successful in
Western North Carolina and the Southern Appalachians. This process has shown the need for
this and will greatly inform the development of Farm Pathways as we strive to offer a more
complete training to better prepare farmers with needed tools, skills, and resources so they
can not only weather physical storms, but also market and financial uncertainty.

Part II: Farmer Interviews
To delve deeper into survey data, emerging farmers were selected from the OGS
database and CRAFT participants to be interviewed individually regarding the barriers they
personally face to farming successfully in WNC. These participants were selected based on
their status as newer farmers with 2-10 years farming independently. Twelve individual
farmers were interviewed. These one-on-one interviews were an average of 45 minutes-1 hour
in length and recorded each farmer’s personal story, training trajectory and challenges as they
moved into commercial farming.
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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Questions included:
• How did you get into farming?
• What was your trajectory from an aspiring farmer to an independent farmer?
• What was your training like, what did it include?
• What do you see or what have you experienced as the biggest challenge to successful
farming in WNC?
• What did your training lack or what was missing?
• What do we need to include in a farmer training in WNC to make it successful?
• How have you marketed? Have you considered going further afield, outside the Asheville
area to sell?
• Do we need to train new farmers?

The interview data is collated into the major themes that emerged, showing similarities
and differences of personal experience. Most participants expressed similar sentiments
regarding what the top primary barriers are to successful farming in WNC, and mirror the top
barriers nationally.
Access to Land:
Gaining access to high quality, affordable farmland is one of the most difficult obstacles
for beginning farmers and expanding agricultural operations. The challenge is especially
difficult for farmers that depend on being near Western North Carolina’s economic growth
centers—areas where land values remain high and continue to increase. The agricultural use
value and real estate value of land have never been more polarized. In other words, land is
priced for what can be built on it rather than what it can grow. Many of our region’s plots
especially closer to Asheville and other markets are evaluated for their development appeal and
potential for second homes instead of the capacity for growing fruits and vegetables, or raising
livestock. Furthermore, there are no benefits or incentives to encourage landowners to sell
agricultural land at a lower price that farmers can afford.
The farmers interviewed for this project all articulated that access to land was the
primary barrier they saw to successful farming in WNC. From the following selection of quotes
from the farmer interviews we can hear that land access not only means having land to farm to
raise crops or livestock but also necessary infrastructure, housing, high quality soils, proximity
to markets, proximity to community, as well as affordability. Land access also includes access
to long term security on land where a farmer can confidently invest in needed infrastructure
like irrigation systems, fencing, barn and storage improvements, and building soil quality.
While short term leases (1-5 year leases) are the easiest and least expensive option for
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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beginning farmers to access land, the insecurity increases the risk of failure in an already risky
business.
“Land is the biggest obstacle, access to a location to farm.”
“While land around Asheville is expensive, going an hour away or so can be a different
story….our land was less than $5000/ acre…”
“Access to affordable land that also includes infrastructure, like water, electricity and
possibly housing.”
“Access to AFFORDABLE agricultural land in the region and also access to loans that
don't require a full time off farm job. Secondly, student loans. The best time to start a
new farm is when your body is able, not 25 years later when you can finally afford to.
I guess money is the root issue. If you're not born into it, it will take decades to get the
farm you want.”
“When you talk to a realtor about agricultural land, they don’t really know what you
mean, tillable land is hard to find.”
“We are competing against Floridians and second homers for land.”

Access to Capital:
Access to capital is a barrier that often goes hand in hand with access
to land. Farmers lacking assets such as land or a home are at a greater
disadvantage. They can rarely build equity to borrow against on land they do
not own. Banks are reluctant to offer credit or loans to farmers when they
not only lack collateral, but they also have to convince lenders they will
remain on the same land long enough to see a return on their investment.
Additionally, lenders often lack understanding of farming practices and have
conflicting definitions of a solid business model. What credit is available
through the USDA Farm Services Agency is limited, and can take months to
be approved.
The farmer interviews again give voice to the challenges of accessing capital for start-up
and expansion costs as farmers strive to build their farm businesses and meet their income
goals. As many beginning farmers now come from non-farming backgrounds, simply inheriting
land and taking over the family farm business is not an option for many aspiring farmers as it
once was. Often straddled with student debt and without family support or previous savings to
rely on, many young farmers face an uphill battle. We also hear a lack of understanding on
what sources of capital may be available and how they can be accessed.
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“It’s all capital…for building needed infrastructure, no access to family money or
support.”
“There needs to be support for start-up capital, don’t know where to go for this…”
“People that are succeeding in farming in our region often have family land, family
money or an inheritance to support their beginning into farming or off farm income
currently or from a past career, makes it hard to enter for those of us without that.”
“I had trouble qualifying for a traditional loan through Home Trust Bank, Farm
Credit.”
“You have to put out so much cash to get started and you have to come in with enough
skill to hit the ground running. You also need to have enough money to pay for your
life until farming starts to make you money. This is the thin ice of starting any business
but I think it's specifically difficult in farming where you are so physically stretched
and you usually don't start out with a good market and a lot of people don't have a
buffer of $ to fall back on.”
“I underestimated how much it would cost to farm…upstart costs are high, no extra
time to work off farm.”
Access to Markets:
While the growing interest in local foods
in our region is creating a stronger market for
local farm products, a bustling farm stand will
not guarantee a farm’s success. The struggles
with markets that many of the farmers
interviewed are experiencing show not only the
need for more developed markets in the region
but also thorough business, financial, and
marketing planning training for new farmers
entering the field. Knowing where your products
are going before they are harvested and having a
solid marketing plan from the beginning go a
long way in helping to support a farm’s bottom
line.
Many farmers get into farming because they are interested in growing plants or working
with livestock, not realizing that they must also be business people if they intend to make a
portion or all of their income from the farm. Helping farmers in-training understand this
aspect early on will also increase their chances of success.
“You need to be a good business person in addition to a grower.”
“I think our tailgate markets are saturated and entry into a decent market as a
beginning farmer is very hard.”
Organic Growers School | www.organicgrowersschool.org
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“I applied to all the markets and only got into one… I am trying to figure out what
other venues to sell to or other crops to grow.”
“But with more farms comes the need for more market opportunities, and I don't mean
more farmers markets. The number of markets is getting ridiculous and making it
harder on the farmers by spreading the customer base all over the area and all over
the week.”
“Marketing the product is a challenge. We need to get more people buying and eating
local.”
“I think Asheville is saturated for many local food products. I think there is incredible
growth potential for tailgate markets in Asheville but until the week-end markets open
up membership to more farmers and work hard to expand their customer base, I think
it makes sense to go outside of Asheville for markets.”

Part III: Survey
In May 2015, OGS launched an online farmer survey comprised of 34 questions. The
survey is designed to assess the barriers to farming for those considered emerging and new
farmers. These are people interested in farming with little to no experience and also those
currently farming, but new to the profession. This survey’s target audience includes those
above and also aimed to gather information from experienced farmers as well. We successfully
reached our target audiences with 73 % of participants farming for 10 years or less, (of which
58% for 5 years or less), 48% under age 39 and 64% farming less than 10 acres.
The goal of the survey was to gain a clear understanding from those “on the ground”
what the barriers are to farming in WNC in order to develop our Farm Pathways curriculum
and programming on farmer based knowledge, experience and information. With our regional
allies and partners, including our grant partners, Southern Appalachian Highlands
Conservancy and WNC FarmLink, over 15 organizations broadcasted the survey through listserves, with members, and in newsletters and social media. In addition, over 30 market
managers in WNC were contacted to share the survey with their membership list, most of
which average 10-60 participants. The OGS database and CRAFT database were also used,
totaling several hundred. The Appalachian Sustainable Agriculture Project posted it onto their
listserve as well as the Buncombe County Cooperative Extension Small Farms listserv, reaching
up to a 1000 individuals. In addition, paper copies were made available to partner
organizations that had the capacity to go to specific farmers markets to ask our target audience
to fill out a paper survey (Watauga & Jackson Counties). In addition, other regional allies
posted the survey in newsletters, on websites and blog posts.
In the late fall of 2015, we anticipate re-opening the online survey in an effort to reach
farmers who may not have been able to complete the survey in the busy spring season.
Ongoing data collection will continue to inform our program’s development and strengthen its
base as farmer led.
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Survey design and content:
The survey was comprised of 34 questions and divided into 4 sections, including
demographics. We asked participants to rank each potential barrier to farming on a tiered
scale: not significant, somewhat significant, significant, or very significant. If the item was
considered a large barrier to successful farming in WNC, it was rated significant or very
significant. The first section was called “Access” and included items such as access to land,
capital, and markets. The second section was called, “Knowledge/ Expertise” and was designed
to assess which skills, technical know-how and expertise were designated as the most
important or significant to possess for successful farming. These ranged from production skills,
carpentry, and plumbing to financial and business planning skills. The third section was called
“Lifestyle/Community” and was designed to assess what personal, social and community
concerns were the most significant and also to assess what services or assistance were most
desirable. The final section, “Demographics,” included questions on farm size, products, age,
gender and longevity in farming.

Survey results:
The survey had a total of 150 totally completed responses. Given that the survey was
launched in early spring when farmers are especially busy in the fields, we feel satisfied with
our results and plan to re-launch in the fall to target farmers at a less busy time of year. Of the
total respondents 48% were under age 39, 58% were women, and 72% had been farming for
less than 10 years. We feel this survey reached its target audience of new and emerging
farmers. Also 64% of respondents are farming 10 acres or less and 60% are vegetable and fruit
producers, with 72% using organic (uncertified) or mostly organic practices.
Section 1: Access
In this section we asked participants to rate each barrier on the significance
of the barrier to the person’s ability to have a viable farm. The results mirror data
collected through WNC CRAFT programs, and national trends showing access to information,
training and a land base were common themes in challenges to farming. Based on these
previous evaluations, access was considered one category important to assess.
Land to own 78% significant & very significant combined total*
Loans/ capital 70% significant & very significant
Farm help 56% significant & very significant
Land to lease 55% significant & very significant
Markets/ customers 53% significant & very significant
Trainings off farm 39% somewhat significant and
than above*)

22% significant (different categories

*This is a combination of somewhat significant and significant. We included these categories here because we specifically want
to know if off farm trainings are needed.
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Access to markets/customers

very significant
32%

34%

significant
somewhat significant
not significant

16%

19%

**Access to markets/ Customers: 34 + 19= 53% significant
Section 2: Knowledge/Expertise:
In Section 2, each question was listed as an area of expertise potentially required
to successfully farm. The following categories were rated the most significant to possess to
have a successful farm. Production and technical knowledge are often undervalued as a
required skill set that requires teaching. Based on OGS data from the CRAFT program, the
participants articulated how their specific knowledge base increased with on-farm tour visits.
These evaluations also included areas that participants would like to learn more about, and
informed our categories for knowledge and expertise.
Legal requirements 68% significant and very significant combined
total
Business skills 65% significant & very significant
Financial planning 64% significant & very significant
Marketing 61% significant & very significant
Farm planning 54% significant & very significant
Technical skills 53% significant & very significant

*significant and most significant were added together to get one percentage number
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Section 3: Lifestyle/Community
The Lifestyle/Community questions were designed to ascertain what areas in
personal, social and community life were of most concern for farmers. Often newer
farmers are shifting their whole lifestyle, sometimes leaving secure jobs and relocating to rural
areas with few community connections. We devised the list of categories to be rated from not
significant to very significant once again, in order to successfully understand what the highest
social-based barriers are that prevent individuals from entering and successfully farming.
A selection of results:
Concern about taking on debt 73% significant & very significant combined total
Lack of sufficient/ dependable income from farming 49% very significant only 75%

significant and very significant added together
Concern about current debt load 39% *
Access to friends, neighbors, social outlets 28%
Concern about training costs 24%
*These were rated under 50% and were not considered significant barriers.

Lack of dependable/ sufficient income from farming:

16%

26%

9%

very significant
significant
somewhat significant
not significant

49%
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Needed Services for beginning farmers:
At the end of this section we asked participants which services they felt would help move them
along more quickly toward their farming goals. Participants could select as many answers as
they liked.
Which of these services would help you meet your
farming goals more quickly? (check all that apply)
assistance in finding farm labor or
manager

27%
47%
18%
29%

21%

assistance finding hands-on farm
work
being assigned an experienced
farmer as a mentor
several months long classroom
program
assistance finding affordable land or
financing

The needed services question also allowed for respondents to add in their own answers if the
offered choices did not suffice. A sampling of the responses follows:




A farmer to advise of land purchases…we don’t know what to look for to be successful in
WNC
Classes in person, on line, and on farm that include production, technical, marketing,
regulatory and risk management classes.
Affordable financing

These survey results reinforce the findings from the farmer interviews showing land
access, access to capital, loans, and markets as significant barriers. There is a desire from
respondents to have a several months long training program addressing the gaps in knowledge
in business, financial planning and management. There is also a need for reliable farm labor
and assistance to find that labor. The barrier to land access was reinforced by a needed service
providing guidance and assistance to find the right land.
We can see a direct correlation between perceived barriers and selected needed services.
The Farm Pathways program is specifically designed to not only reinforce production
knowledge, but to introduce the very skills now revealed to be lacking and wanted in our
farming community. The pathway will provide some practical and farm specific tools to directly
address knowledge gaps and to address economic concerns of those entering farming. We will
also diligently work with our partners Southern Appalachian Highlands Conservancy & WNC
FarmLink to direct emerging farmers to land opportunities through ownership or long term
equitable leases. We want the path we are creating to be well thought out, designed, and well
maintained, with lots of rest stops for support along the way with the final destination of a well
cared for prosperous farm.
**View Full Survey Results at www.organicgrowersschool.org**
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At Full Sun Farm, Photo Credit: Amelia Fletcher

Part IV: Farmer Focus Group
In order to more deeply understand how farmers feel about the barriers and challenges
to farming in WNC, a moderated, guided discussion with six participants was hosted by OGS.
Focus groups offer an environment where individuals can listen to others and express their
thoughts and opinions in response to conversation and facilitation. This offers deeper insight
and often more detailed information about the participant’s opinions. The facilitated
discussion lasted about an hour and fifteen minutes. The questions to guide the facilitated
discussion included:
Engagement questions:



What do you see as the primary barriers to successful farming in WNC? The primary
challenges to farming successfully in WNC are…
How have these challenges changed or improved from your first years to now?

Exploration questions:



How did your farmer training prepare you to face these challenges? What were you
missing?
What knowledge did you have to overcome these barriers?
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What do you wish you’d known when you were first getting started farming on your
own?
What do you need now for support to overcome these barriers?
How do you think emerging farmers can best be supported to overcome barriers to
farming and be successful?
Do you feel that there is support to overcome these challenges? Organizations, mentors,
financial resources/ advice?
If we offer training for emerging farmers in WNC, what do they need to know before
they get started on their own?

Exit questions:




What can OGS do to ensure the success of our farmer training program?
How else can we include farmers in our program development to be sure we are creating
a program that will succeed?
Would you like to be involved? (Farm dreams, farm beginnings panelist, steering
committee…)

The farmer focus group participants enjoyed a lively, engaged discussion about the real
challenges to farming in the beginning to start up years. Five farms participated, with six
participants. The majority of the farmers raise mixed vegetables, with some integrated
livestock and poultry.
Participants
Average age

33 years

Average acreage

4 acres

Average time farming

7 years

Most common crop *

vegetables

Men

4

Women

2

Landowner/ family land

3

Leased land

3

There were four men and two women participants and it was a 50:50 split between
owning land and leasing, with some doing both. The guided discussion led to farmers sharing
that after 3-7 years into farming they feel a lack of support and guidance from experienced
farmers about how to make farming sustainable for families and livelihood. While the training
experiences of the farmers varied, many jumped into farming and felt competent in production
after working on farms for several years prior. However, they still felt a need for advice on
“systems, mentors and science that comes from good training,” as one farmer said. They are
struggling to learn the business side of farming, how to keep good records, and how to use
those records for planning and future growth. Another farmer stated that, “It’s hard to grow
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vegetables… figuring out profitability.” Two sentiments expressed were, a need for continuing
education for farmers in these beginning years and follow through after conferences
introducing business and management practices and a need for more support and guidance
regarding how to assess their scale, land capacity and expansion possibilities. One stated, “I
wish I had a farmer to call that’s successful.”
The primary barrier discussed was markets, not land or capital. These farmers each had
land to lease, family land or owned land and were able to access loans or grants for the most
part for initial costs and infrastructure. Expanding into new markets, creating new avenues for
product and knowing how to scale were the primary challenges they expressed. Scale is
essentially the size of one’s farm operation - how much land is used and how much production
is undertaken.
Issues with marketing revolved around the saturation in WNC of regional and citywide
tailgate markets. Two of the participants travelled to Charlotte to market their products
because they were unable to enter Asheville markets and considered them too saturated with
similar product. Some sentiments expressed were:


“WNC doesn’t have the same customer base as say, Carrboro- Chapel Hill- Durham.
Customers are not as turned on.”



“Markets are fickle and we are still not connecting to the right people.”



“We’re starting to see that ceiling (with markets) and for us, what are the other
options?”

The Community Supported Agriculture or CSA is a model used by most of the
participants, yet many do not “love” the model. However, they felt it had some capacity for
growth. Many felt that attending Saturday markets, 8am12pm on the pavement, is not a sustainable long-term
growth solution for farmers. Chefs and restaurants are an
option, but the quantity they desire is low, they often want
wholesale prices and tend to be trend oriented.
One farmer stated, “There’s people and they need to
eat. We are growing this great food, but how can we get it to
people?” Many were trying to figure out how to evaluate
their scale and how to plan for expansion of their farm and
markets. Many felt a lack of training in how to assess your
desired and needed scale of operation and how to make
changes that make sense for their lifestyle and income
goals. This is where mentorship was desired by many. One
farmer spoke about the need for mentors, for newer farmers
to talk to experienced farmers about how to make farming
sustainable long term.
WNC CRAFT Farm Tour at Imladris Farm
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What does a farmer training program in WNC need to include?
Most farmers felt that multiple years of training should be a minimum for new farmers.
There was a general consensus that a person interested in farming should work for three or
more years on farms to get a true dose of the reality of farming. Once they have adequate
introductory training, they could be placed on an incubator with support before starting on
their own. This would “weed out those folks that aren’t really cut out for farming.” Training
would educate folks that, “It’s tough [to farm]. You are going to be underpaid... Part of it is not
just learning the skills but the realities. Sometimes it sucks… and no matter what, sometimes
bad things are going to happen.” One farmer stated that, “I never realized I would be a small
business owner.”
Beginning farmer training needs to include business training designed specifically for
farmers. New farmers need to have experienced farmers as mentors to understand the long
term realities of farming. Many also felt that it should be understood up front that expecting to
gain income sufficient to support two people on the farm in the early years is unrealistic. It may
even be unrealistic for one person in the beginning years.
Training should include specifics on communication and conflict resolution for married
partners and business partners. They also felt discussing family dynamics as children are born
is an important topic for younger farmers. This can change the roles of the farm partners
dramatically, and experienced farmers can share how family life can be integrated and worked
with on a farm with as a couple or couple with children.
In discussing what support is needed, these farmers articulated that OGS’s Farm
Pathways training program should include:







Technical training for online tools and farm resources
Excel/ QuickBooks
Access to experienced farmers systems/ data and how they use their data
Cultivate ongoing mentorship for farmers and apprentices
Continuing education opportunities for farmers in the 5-7 years
A more long term on farm training pathway

Our farmer focus group elevated compelling questions that reflect the challenges
farmers are facing as they transition out of start-up farmers and move toward more established
farming. As we discussed what a new training program needs and asked them to reflect on
their own farming path, many began to ask:
“What can we look forward to in the next years, what are the next steps I should take,
how do I scale up, find new markets, or manage employees?”
“Are there successful farming enterprises we can look to in WNC who are making a
sustainable living and raising a family?”
“How are we defining success here? Is it unrealistic?”
All of these questions are an important part of understanding how to make farming
successful here for the long term and existing farmers. As we define collectively what successful
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farming in WNC looks like and how our Farm Pathways program can be most successful,
these are important questions to consider and incorporate into the training program.
What can OGS do to ensure the success of our training program?
In addition to the items mentioned in the above sections the farmer’s responses also
included these ideas:


Help create capacity for new markets as we train new farmers



Create a rigorous process for a farm to be a mentor farm



Incentivize farmers to host interns from the training program (a stipend to the farm).



Create access and support for land access with conservancies, WNC Farmlink, lease
training for farmers and landowners.



Labor/ people management



Define success in many ways to be realistic for new farmers



Look at successful existing training programs, like MOFGA

The farmer focus group provided a wealth of information about those farming for an
average of 5-7 years experience as they grow, expand and become more competent in
production. It offered a chance for those already competent in production to turn their
attention to other challenges and questions that emerging farmers may not know to ask. Access
to land had been achieved in some manner for the most part, with some built in instability with
lease arrangements. Access to capital and ongoing financial success was similar to interviews
and online survey results, showing a general unease with the financial and income picture
of farms.
This in depth process only reinforced the online and interview results, showing that the
plan for Farm Pathways to include significant whole farm planning, financial and business
skill and management skills at the
beginning of farmer training is correct and
addressing a direct need and gap. The
nuances of interviews and discussions
allowed OGS to more deeply understand
how land access is a barrier and how
farmers need support in finding land.
Speaking with more experienced farmers
who share marketing challenges with
emerging farmers reinforces the ongoing
need to build market capacity in the
region and also a need for Farm Pathways
to inform participants on marketing
models in general and specific to WNC.
WNC CRAFT Farm Tour at Ivy Creek Family Farm
The overall instability of farming does not
need to be compounded by unstable
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business and farm management skills. In order to increase farmer’s quality of life and the
economic viability of farms, Farm Pathways will provide a firm foundation of training, support
and guidance.

Part V: Statewide Surveys & Comparisons
To coincide with our independent research, we completed a review of existing farming
data and trends across North Carolina. The survey, interviews and farmer focus groups results
show that the barriers facing Western North Carolina farmers reflect the national trends that
challenge existing and new farmers.
According to the Center for Environmental Farming
Systems, a partnership between North Carolina State University
(NC State), North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University (NC A&T) and the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services (NCDA&CS) in Goldsboro,
North Carolina, a 2010 survey revealed that access to capital and
credit is the largest barrier facing new farmers in North Carolina,
with land access a close second. The marketing knowledge and
skills plus business planning and management skills also ranked
high. These results mirror our own results and further confirm a
need for specific trainings to fill these gaps. In order to address this barrier, CEFS has
facilitated the expansion of farm incubator programs across the state, trainings for Extension
agents in how farmers can access capital, in addition to other resources for beginning farmers
and expanding consumer education.

In 2012, the Fairview Community Food Assessment was conducted in Fairview, NC to
understand the local food resources and needs and to highlight the best routes to making food
quality and access better for more members of the community. One part of the survey
addressed the needs and barriers that small growers face.
The barriers farmers in that community experienced mirrored many of the barriers our
survey revealed, including:





too many gardeners to have a competitive market
limited stores and restaurants able or willing to buy local product
land is expensive or limited for farming
difficult for new and beginning farmers and food producers to get into profitable
markets
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agricultural land use tax value does not apply to farms under 10 acres

From the Community Food Assessment:
“Some of the challenges the farmers and food producers articulated include high land
costs, distant food processing facilities, NC’s Land Use Value tax incentive, and
difficulties new producers have getting into profitable markets. Being so close to
Asheville is a blessing and a curse. As development has increased, so have land values,
effectively reducing the land available for agriculture.”
While the Fairview assessment is restricted to one geographical area, it is indicative of
what many small mountain farming communities experience in WNC.

In 2015, the Asheville Buncombe Food Policy
Council conducted a Farmer support survey in order to
learn how they can advocate for policies and practices that
will better support local farmers’ needs. They received 100
responses. The majority of respondents had over 16 years
farming in WNC, were landowners with average farm sizes
less than 10 acres, and were over the age of 40. While the
purpose of this survey was different from the OGS survey, a few key questions overlapped.
They asked, “What obstacles prevent you from accessing local markets?” This assumed that
this was a barrier, which our survey confirms. The answers that received ratings over 20%
included:





Local markets are saturated with my product
Prices too low at market
Not sure of market options
Too much time/ trouble to find market options

The next question relevant to our survey asked, “What support is needed to increase
local sales?” This was an open-ended question giving respondents the opportunity to write-in
their answer and therefore answers have not been quantified. The most common responses
focused on:






More farm labor
Resources and information on farming, marketing, etc.
Consumer education, increased customer base
More markets or access to markets
Access to Land

This survey correlates with the data collected by the OGS survey, reiterating a need for
more financial and marketing training, in addition to land access, market access and labor
support. 83% percent of respondents already owned land and have been farming over 10 years,
therefore land access did not arise as a primary barrier. The ongoing access to diversified
markets, resources and information were primary needs.
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WNC FarmLink (WNCFL) has compiled some
data on barriers to new farmers seeking land in 2015.
WNCFL matches farm and forest landowners with
new and experienced farmers eager to find land to
farm in WNC. The program is a free service to WNC
residents as part of the WNC Agriventures project
until 2016. WNCFL offers personalized one-on-one
consultations, provides group workshops to help
beginning farmers negotiate equitable leases and
prepare logistically and financially for long-term land tenure and purchase, and works with
land tenure and succession planning.
Farm seekers are asked to answer questions as a part of their process to find suitable land
to farm. As of July 2015, there were 95 active farmer seekers in the WNCFL database over a 23
county area which are included in this data. WNCFL is assessing farm seekers who are trying to
access land, the number one barrier to farming in WNC and therefore very relevant to our
survey data. Some compelling findings include:








80% of farm seekers plan to grow fruits and vegetables
68% are looking for a standard land sale
35% would consider short term leases 1-5 yrs
46% would consider long term leases 5-10 yrs
79% would like to lease with the option to buy
52% would consider partnering with the land owner
69% would like a farm mentor

What types of farming infrastructure will be a part of your farming operation? This question
is asked by WNCFL and also reflects some of the more nuanced responses to the access to land
question in our farmer survey. In farmer interviews, land access and land with needed
infrastructure or the capacity to support that infrastructure is also a barrier. Here are some
examples from WNCFL data:







52% will need a cooler or storage space
86% will need fencing
78% will need a barn
76% plan to use high tunnels or greenhouses
84% will need access to water for irrigation or washstands
76% will need electricity

All of these responses give a more detailed picture about what farm seekers and those looking
for land to farm anticipate as necessary for their farming operation. This information helps to
further illuminate what access to land means for those seeking land in WNC.
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In addition to regional organizations research, OGS has
conducted evaluations and surveys of WNC CRAFT and Farm
Dreams workshop participants which helped inform and
develop our Barriers to Farming survey since 2010. WNC
CRAFT members participate in on-farm field days, tours,
classes and some long term seasonal farm work. Membership each year includes 35-50 farmers
representing 25-30 farms and 50-60 farmer workers and apprentices. After these immersion
experiences, in 2014 WNC CRAFT apprentice participants were asked at the end of the farming
season, “What is the biggest barrier or challenge to starting your own farm?” Multiple answers
could be checked. This data reflects the overall trends our survey reveals regarding the primary
barriers to farming for WNC. A summary of responses shows these as the major barriers:







33% price of buying land
33% finding the right piece of land
33% housing on or near the farm
42% off farm income
42% marketing know how
42% business planning
58% possible debt

The Farm Dreams Program, started in 2014, is a daylong workshop designed for those
just beginning to consider a career in farming. Participants in the two most recent workshops
also answered the same question regarding barriers to farming startup. These responses, which
number about 20, also show the major barriers to farming as the following:







50% price of buying land
30% price of leasing land
30% farming know how
30% finding the right piece of land
30% off farm income
30% off farm debt

This data also mirrors the WNC CRAFT data and OGS survey data. Access to land is a
nuanced barrier, including a lack of knowledge of how to assess land, how to negotiate leases,
and how to find financing to buy land. By looking at a diversity of surveys and responses, we at
Organic Growers School can understand better the nuanced needs of our farmers in WNC.
Each of these survey results highlights training, support and mentorship needs of our new,
beginning, and established farmers. By bringing in business and financial management,
including marketing and whole farm planning, the articulated needs of our farmers can be
better addressed.
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Part VI: Conclusions & Next Steps
The Organic Growers School (OGS) embarked on this survey and input process with
farmers as a way to ensure our Farm Pathways program serves the WNC farming community
and truly addresses the training needs of aspiring and beginning farmers as they enter the
trade. Overall, the OGS farmer survey, interview and focus group process yielded nuanced and
detailed data regarding not only what the primary barriers to farming are in our region, but
also what the ongoing challenges are for beginning farmers and what a successful training
program needs to include. This evaluation and survey project has allowed us to quantify and
articulate the barriers for aspiring and start-up farmers in WNC, in addition to highlighting
some needs for existing farmers.
Now we can continue to develop the Farm Pathways training program with confidence
and clear direction. Knowing that to be successful in WNC land access is a top priority, either
through land ownership or a lease arrangement, technical assistance is needed in the land
search and the capacity to support needed infrastructure for a small, diversified market farm.
In addition to land access, access to markets and capital is an ongoing need necessitating a
training program tailored to address long term financial planning, business skills and
marketing expertise. Additionally, beginning farmers need ongoing mentorship and
experienced farmer guidance to assist in business expansion and development. Mentors can
also support new farmers as they move into family life with advice on how to not only farm
sustainably, but have a sustainable, enjoyable family farming life.
Marketing infrastructure barriers are being addressed by numerous organizations and
nonprofits, primarily the Appalachian Sustainable Agriculture Project. However, food system
problem will not be solved easily nor solely by one entity. OGS plans to work with existing
providers to incorporate comprehensive marketing planning support in Farm Pathways to
prepare farmers with the needed skills to address marketing challenges and provide a pathway
to success.
With our partnerships in place with the Southern Appalachian Highlands Conservancy
(SAHC) and WNC FarmLink (WNCFL), OGS is poised, with our regional allies and farming
community, to create and develop a comprehensive, farmer informed and led, off and on-farm
farmer training program.
We are currently addressing these barriers by:
Organic Growers School:


WNC CRAFT farmer network and on-farm training



Annual Spring & Harvest conferences that address specific needs of growers



Continuing to develop collaboration and resource sharing between regional farmer
support organizations.



Active members of the farmer support cluster of Asheville Buncombe Food Policy
Council.
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Working directly with our Farmer Education steering committee for direct farmer input.



Working directly with our CRAFT farmer steering committee.
WNC Farm Link and SAHC:



Maintaining a list of people looking for farm ownership or lease opportunities and
people with land available.



Working with national & regional partners to create ways to keep farmland affordable
for working farmers and land stewards.



Connecting farmers and land stewards with access to land, capital, knowledge and skills
they need to establish viable land use agreements and sustainable farm operations.



Assisting landowners and retiring producers with finding a farmer to lease, sell, or craft
a land use agreement to farm or steward their land and keep it in active agricultural
production.
All:



Answering the call for innovative and practical resource development and education for
the long-term economic and environmental success of farming and land stewardship in
the region.

Next steps we are taking to address these barriers:
SAHC & WNC FarmLink


The SAHC incubator farm can provide access to land and equipment at a reduced price
for multiple years to support new farmers. They also have access to mentorship and
guidance from the farm incubator manager.



WNC Farm link is continually working with farm seekers and landowners to provide
land to those who want to farm and to protect land from development with one-on-one
consultation and regional workshops.



WNC farm link is doing intensive outreach in the mountain counties through NC
Extension and land conservancies to educate the region’s farmer support organizations
about the services WNCFL provides.
Organic Growers School:



Providing production training through WNC CRAFT and plans to add additional field
days on farms around the region, demonstrating a diversity of organic and sustainable
production methods and farm models.
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Joined the Farm Beginnings Collaborative. Ten member organizations spanning 13
states that have an established year-long whole farm & business planning course that
covers financial and business planning and skills, marketing, strategic farm planning
and low cost, sustainable farming methods. www.farmbeginningscollaborative.org



Plans to launch a pilot Farm Beginnings Course in Fall 2015 and has applied for further
funding.



Have an established informal mentoring network established through CRAFT and
exploring ways to offer more formal mentorship and support for new farmers.



Aspiring farmers can find apprenticeship opportunities through Apprentice Link. We
will continue to develop the resource to guide interested farm workers to established
CRAFT farms, and work to raise the level of apprenticeship training in our region.



Continue to work with community partners and allies in food system change, support,
farmer training, and assistance. We facilitated and hosted two regional ally input
meetings, attended by 18 participants representing 10 organizations to better
understand our existing regional assets and to share our plan and offer a chance for
input, advice and program participation in its development. Learn more here:

Appendices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Barriers to Farming in WNC Survey
Barriers to Farming in WNC Full Survey Data
Farmer Focus Group forms
Center for Environmental Farming Systems: Barriers for Farmers Survey Data
Asheville Buncombe Food Policy Council: Barriers to Marketing Locally Survey
Data

Data Collection:
Based on 6 years of evaluations in a questionnaire format, OGS had narrowed down
what the perceived barriers to farming were in WNC from their CRAFT (Collaborative Regional
Alliance for Farmer Training) participants. The online farmer survey and interview questions
were developed based on these questions and responses included in the CRAFT surveys.
Survey development: In April and May, an online survey was developed, broken down
into three concentrations, in collaboration with OGS staff, board and farmer education
committee members. In addition, regional partners, such as NC Cooperative Extension,
Appalachian State University Sustainable Development faculty (and farm manager), Warren
Wilson Environmental Studies faculty, and farmers (many on OGS committees and board)
were consulted. The guidance, suggestions and adjustments were included in the final survey
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outcome. In addition, research into other BFRDP’s surveys and evaluations were consulted in
order to learn from other state’s programs already successfully running beginning farmer
training programs, such as the Farm Beginnings Collaborative started by the Land
Stewardship Project (now with 10 partners in 13 states) and Virginia Tech’s Beginning Farmer
Rancher Coalition Project. Their rigorous research and evaluation processes served as a
foundation for our own survey and evaluation standards.
Thank you again to all who helped make this report possible. For any questions or comments
email: nicole@organicgrowersschool.org.
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